A viable medium for perpendicular recording must he writeable by a realistic head and yet must also he thermally stable. These requirements place conflicting demands upon anisotropy and saturation magnetization and this paper seeks to identify viable parameter values for terabit/in2 perpendicular recording. In this paper we determine viable operating regimes for TbitJin2 perpendicular recording. The following system parameters are assumed Grain diameter D = 6nm, medium thickness d=20 nm, interlayer thickness Inm, peak write head field under pole center H,,, = 17.5kOe.
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In order that the medium be writeahle, the head must he able to saturate the medium for which it is required that where the susceptibility x = N,-n&A*, N, is the demagnetizing factor for the film as a whole and ny is the perpendicular self-demagnetizing factor for the grain, A* is the reduced exchange constant of the material in the grain boundaries and 5 incorporates all geometric factors in the exchange interaction between grains, P is the packing fraction of the film, Ms is the saturation magnetization of the grains and K, is the grain anisotropy constant which includes the crystalline (K,) and shape &) anisotropy of the grain. The self-demagnetizing factors for the grain must be computed by numerical integration and must include the effect of the underlayer if present. For a given spread of easy axis angles and a given angle between the applied field and the mean easy axis direction, Hc = pHk and p can he computed from a statistically weighted switching astroid to account for spread of crystalline orientations.
Where the applied field is at an angle to the p i n axis, p must be computed at the angle of total applied + demagnetizing field. For a write head the point at which saturation most readily occurs is where IH(x)l/p(x) is maximised, and the corresponding values should he used for Hmax and p in Eq I.
In order that the medium is sufficiently thermally stable, where V is the volume of the IO* percentile grain by volume.
Micromagnetic modelling of hysteresis loops and long term thermal decay of DC magnetized samples provides general agreement with the semi-analytical approach. Whilst exchange coupling enhances. thermal stability of grains in a saturated film, once one grain reverses exchange coupling acts to destabilize neighbors and there is a tendency for cluster reversal and accelerated decay.
The paper will present detailed analysis of the role of exchange in thermal decay, design considerations for tilted anisotropy and results of recording simulations demonstrating writeability and lifetime. 
